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Key Points:17

• Sunward IMF tilt results in a smaller tangential field at the magnetopause, slow-18

ing dayside reconnection.19

• Smaller tangential field results from a decrease in the IMF component that is shocked20

up at the bow shock.21

• A positive IMF Bx component introduces north-south asymmetries, where fewer22

(but larger) FTEs appear on the southern hemisphere.23
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The magnetic field lines plotted in Figure 1 demonstrate that the magnetic field202

magnitude in the magnetosheath is smaller in Run B than in Run A. Figure 2a shows203

the average value of the magnitude of the magnetic field component tangential to the204

magnetopause Btan measured at a distance of 3 RE further outward into the magnetosheath205

to avoid the impact of the passing FTEs on the magnetic field. In Run A, Btan is rel-206

atively symmetric between the northern and southern hemispheres, and at the subso-207

lar point the magnitude is almost 7 nT larger than in Run B. On the contrary, in Run208

B Btan is larger in the northern hemisphere than in the southern one.209

For comparison, we estimate the magnetosheath magnetic field component tangen-210

tial to the magnetopause at the same distance from this boundary as in Vlasiator us-211

ing a semi-empirical model of the magnetosheath magnetic field based on ideal MHD (Turc,212

Fontaine, Savoini, & Kilpua, 2014) shown in Figure 2b. We use as inputs to the model213

the upstream conditions of the two Vlasiator runs. The magnetic field just downstream214

of the bow shock is computed based on Rankine-Hugoniot relations, and it is then prop-215

agated into the magnetosheath using ideal MHD equations. A full description of the model216

is given by Turc et al. (2014). While the model initially employed the Jeřáb, Němeček,217

Šafránková, Jeĺınek, and Měrka (2005) bow shock model to estimate the position and218

shape of this boundary, because it was more reliable for the low Mach number conditions219

under study in Turc et al. (2014), we use here the Merka et al. (2005) bow shock model,220

better suited to the upstream conditions in the Vlasiator simulations. Also, as in Turc,221

Fontaine, Escoubet, Kilpua, and Dimmock (2017), the magnetic field compression ra-222

tio is calculated using the Borovsky (2013) formula. The behaviour of the tangential mag-223

netic field component given by the semi-empirical model is similar to that in Vlasiator.224

In the purely southward case Btan is largest at the equatorial plane and symmetric be-225

tween north and south whereas in the tilted IMF case Btan is smaller and asymmetric226

increasing from south to north. Due to the magnetic field pile up caused by the two-dimensionality227

of the simulations, the magnitude of Btan in Vlasiator simulations is larger than that given228

by the semi-empirical model.229

In Run A, the IMF is southward so that at the subsolar point the angle θBn be-233

tween the IMF and bow shock normal is 90� , i.e., the shock is perpendicular and the mag-234

netic field compression at the bow shock is highest. At higher latitudes, θBn decreases,235

meaning that the IMF component normal to the bow shock increases, but the change236

is symmetric between the north and south. The magnetic field component normal to the237
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Figure 2. Average magnitude of the tangential magnetic field component from a distance of

3 RE from the magnetopause from a) Vlasiator simulations and b) a semi-empirical model based

on MHD.

230

231

232

shock is conserved in the shock crossing and only the tangential component is compressed238

(e.g., Treumann, 2009). Therefore, the tangential magnetic field in the magnetosheath239

diminishes at higher latitudes. Because of the sunward tilt in the IMF in Run B, the bow240

shock is quasi-parallel to the south and quasi-perpendicular to the north of the equator.241

At the equatorial plane θBn = 45� , only the IMF Bz component is compressed. Con-242

sequently, the magnetosheath magnetic field is weaker than in Run A. Also, in the south-243

ern hemisphere in the quasi-parallel magnetosheath the tangential magnetic field is smaller244

than in the northern hemisphere behind the quasi-perpendicular bow shock where a larger245

fraction of the IMF is compressed. Therefore, our simulations show that, despite the IMF246

draping around the magnetopause, the tilt in the IMF orientation causes differences in247

the magnitude of the magnetosheath magnetic field. This is important because the tan-248

gential component of the magnetic field is the component that participates in magnetic249

reconnection at the magnetopause.250

3.2 Reconnection Rates251

Using the method of flux functions described in Appendix A, we locate magnetic252

field X and O points, that represent the reconnection points and the centers of magnetic253

islands (i.e., 2D representations of FTEs), respectively. At each X point, we measure the254

reconnection rate as the out-of-plane component of the electric field Ey. Figure 3 shows255

the probability distributions of reconnection rates at X lines located between z = � 4256

RE from both simulations. The distribution of the reconnection rates in Run A is broader257
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Figure 3. Normalized distribution of the reconnection rate Ey at X lines located between

z = ±4 RE and the mean reconnection rate (dashed line) in (a) Run A with mean at 2:9 mV/m

and (b) Run B with mean at 2:1 mV/m.

275

276

277

and reaches higher reconnection rates (above 6 mV/m). The average reconnection rate258

is 2.9� 1.2 mV/m (dashed line in Fig. 3a) and the median is 2.8 mV/m. In Run B, the259

peak is steeper and the maximum reconnection rate is lower (� 5 mV/m) than in Run260

A. Both the average and median values of the reconnection rate are 2.1� 0.9 mV/m in261

Run B (dashed line in Fig. 3b).262

The smaller reconnection rate in Run B is a consequence of the smaller tangential263

magnetic field in magnetosheath caused by the sunward IMF component discussed above.264

To see this, note that for θBn, the southward component of the field is 1/
p

2 � 0.707265

as big as it is for the due southward IMF case. The reconnection rate scales approximately266

as [B
3/2
sh Bms/(Bsh+Bms)

1/2]/
p
µ0ρsh (Cassak & Shay, 2007), where Bsh and Bms are267

the magnetosheath and magnetosphere reconnecting magnetic field strengths, ρsh is the268

magnetosheath density, and the magnetospheric density is assumed to be negligible. Us-269

ing Bms ' 60 nT and Bsh decreasing from 32.5 nT to 25 nT, one finds that the recon-270

nection rate decreases to approximately 70% of its due southward value. Note, 70% of271

2.9 mV/m is 2.04 mV/m, in excellent agreement with the measured value of 2.1 mV/m.272

This suggests that the decrease in reconnection rate is due to the decrease in the strength273

of the reconnecting component of the magnetosheath magnetic field.274

3.3 North-South asymmetry of FTEs278

Next, we study the probability of encountering an individual FTE at different lo-279

cations along the dayside magnetopause. In order to do so we need to identify the lo-280
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Figure 4. Distribution of number of FTEs observed in 1 minute within one 1 RE bins along

the dayside magnetopause in (a) Run A and (b) Run B. The horizontal axis shows the z coor-

dinate along the magnetopause. The vertical dotted line in both panel depicts the equatorial

plane.

290

291

292

293

cations of each X point and O point (regarded as the centers of FTEs) at every time step,281

which we do using the flux function method described in Appendix A. Figures 4a and282

b illustrate the distribution of FTEs passing each point on the magnetopause (divided283

into 1 RE bins) per minute from Run A and Run B, respectively. In Run A the FTE284

occurrence rate in both hemispheres and in the subsolar region is quite flat at � 1.7 FTEs/min285

(except for a small peak at z � +3RE) and, therefore, the chance of encountering FTEs286

does not depend on the hemisphere. In Run B, however, the rate of FTE encounters in287

the northern hemisphere is twice as large as in the southern hemisphere. This shows that288

the IMF Bx component causes a north-south asymmetry in the occurrence rate of FTEs.289

It is also interesting to see if the sunward tilt in the IMF has an impact on FTE294

sizes and their evolution versus latitude. We calculate the enclosed area of the FTEs us-295

ing the method described in Appendix B. Figure 5 shows the z coordinate of the FTE296

locations on the magnetopause plotted as a function of time for both simulations. The297

color and the area of the circle marking the location of each FTE are proportional to the298

cross-sectional area enclosed by the last closed field line of the FTE. The results show299

that the size of most of the FTEs increases as they move to higher latitudes. Some of300

the FTEs in Run A reach a cross sectional area of 5R2
E both north and south of the equa-301

tor. These are the ones that spend longer times near the subsolar region before travel-302

ing poleward (Ku & Sibeck, 1998). There is a clear north-south asymmetry in the FTE303

enclosed area for Run B compared to Run A. In particular, the FTEs propagating north-304
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Figure 5. Location of the FTEs, color coded with the enclosed area. The area of the circles is

proportional to the area of the closed field lines in (a) Run A and (b) Run B.

307

308

ward in Run B remain relatively small whereas in the south there are fewer FTEs, but305

two of them reach an enclosed area over 4.5R2
E , larger than is typical in Run A.306

Figure 6a presents the dependence of FTE size on FTE location. Using the calcu-309

lated enclosed area of each FTE and assuming a circular cross-section, we estimate the310

average radius of the FTEs and plot it as a function of z coordinate in Fig. 6a. In Run311

A, the average radius of the FTEs is close to � 1500 km � 10 di (ion inertial length312

di � 150 km in the magnetosheath in the vicinity of the magnetopause in this simu-313

lation) near to the subsolar region. The region of smaller radius FTEs (r < 2000 km),314

i.e. the region where they are generated, is slightly shifted northward from the subso-315

lar region, residing between z = � 1 RE and 3 RE . The average radius both in the south-316

ern and northern hemisphere approaches � 2750 km (� 18 di) at higher latitudes. The317

FTEs keep growing after formation due to ongoing reconnection at the X lines encom-318

passing the FTE. In the simulations FTE sizes also increase as they coalesce with other319

FTEs (e.g., Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018; Finn & Kaw, 1977; Hoilijoki et al., 2017; Omidi,320

Blanco-Cano, Russell, & Karimabadi, 2006). The FTE sizes exhibit more north-south321

asymmetry in Run B. The region where the FTEs are generated and their radius is small322
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Figure 6. a) Average radius of the FTEs at different points along the magnetopause as a

function of z. b) Average velocity of the FTEs as a function of z from both runs. The vertical

dashed line depicts the equator.

332

333

334

lies between z = 1 RE and 4 RE . On average the FTEs in the southern hemisphere grow323

larger than in the northern hemisphere because they form north of the equator and travel324

further along the magnetopause and therefore have a longer time to process flux through325

reconnection and coalesce with other FTEs. Statistical spacecraft studies have also shown326

that the FTEs observed near the subsolar region, which have an average radius of 15 di,327

are 3 to 7 times smaller than FTEs observed at higher latitudes (Akhavan-Tafti et al.,328

2018; Fermo, Drake, Swisdak, & Hwang, 2011; Wang et al., 2005). Our results suggest329

that the FTE radius roughly doubles from � 10 di in the subsolar region to almost �330

20 di around z = 7RE , which is consistent with the observations.331

We calculate FTE velocities as the first order time derivative of the O point loca-335

tions as they propagate along the magnetopause. The results are plotted for both IMF336

cases averaged over 1 RE bins in the z direction in Figure 6b. In Run A (shown in cyan337

boxes), the profile of the average FTE velocities is broadly symmetric in both hemispheres.338

In Run B (shown in red circles), the FTEs propagating towards the northern cusp have339

larger velocities than those moving southward. FTEs propagate along the magnetopause340

as solid bodies having the same velocity as the plasma bulk velocity at the core of the341

FTEs. We suggest that as FTEs north of the equator are smaller, containing also less342

plasma, they require less force to accelerate to higher velocities than the larger FTEs on343

the southern hemisphere. In addition, the FTEs with the purely southward IMF are gen-344

erally faster at the same latitude than the FTEs in the simulation with positive IMF Bx.345

It is possible that in Run A the faster outflow reconnection jet velocities that are caused346
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by higher tangential magnetic field, vout,2 � 0.84vout,1 (Cassak & Shay, 2007), push the347

FTEs and cause them to accelerate faster to higher velocities.348

4 Discussion and Conclusions349

This study describes properties of dayside magnetopause reconnection and FTEs350

in two global hybrid-Vlasov Vlasiator simulations. The only difference in the solar wind351

input values used for the two simulations is the orientation of the IMF. Run A has a purely352

southward IMF, whereas Run B has an IMF tilted 45� sunward, so that the magnitude353

of the southward Bz component is smaller and Bx is nonzero and positive. We find that354

even though the magnitude of the IMF is the same in both simulations, the magnetic355

field tangential to the magnetopause measured in the magnetosheath is smaller and has356

a north-south asymmetry in the simulation with sunward IMF component. These are357

caused by the different angle between the shock normal and IMF θBn. When θBn = 90� ,358

the IMF is strictly perpendicular to the bow shock and the magnetic field compression359

is highest at the shock crossing, which is the case at the nose of the bow shock in Run360

A with purely southward IMF. In Run B, with tilted IMF, the IMF component tangen-361

tial to the bow shock is larger in the north and smaller in the south causing a north-south362

asymmetry in the magnetic field magnitude downstream of the shock. Because the day-363

side reconnection rate depends on the local tangential magnetic field (e.g. Cassak & Shay,364

2007) the estimated reconnection rates at the X line locations on the dayside magnetopause365

in Run A exhibit a higher maximum and average rate than in Run B.366

Some of the existing coupling functions that determine the reconnection rate at the367

magnetopause as a function of solar wind parameters include the effects of the clock an-368

gle between B and the z axis in the yz plane (e.g. Borovsky, 2013) but not the effect of369

the oblique θBn in the xz plane that could cause a significant north-south asymmetry370

in the tangential magnetic field close to the magnetopause. A reconnection rate value371

calculated for the θBn at the subsolar point or using only the IMF Bz component might372

not give an accurate description of the reconnection rate at an X line that is located north373

or south from the equator, suggesting that the effect of the sunward tilt needs to be in-374

corporated at all latitudes to accurately predict the reconnection rates.375

The north-south asymmetries introduced by the sunward tilt of the IMF suggest376

that the X line resides north of the equatorial plane for a longer period of time than in377
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the strictly southward IMF run. The shift of the X line towards the northern hemisphere378

with positive IMF Bx component has been observed before in a statistical THEMIS study379

(Hoshi et al., 2018) and global MHD simulations (Hoilijoki et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2010).380

Often the shift of the X line is explained using the maximum magnetic shear model (Trat-381

tner, Mulcock, Petrinec, & Fuselier, 2007; Trattner, Petrinec, Fuselier, & Phan, 2012),382

but in this case without an out-of-plane magnetic field By component the shear is the383

same everywhere along the magnetopause and, therefore, cannot explain the shift. A model384

based on maximization of a reconnection related parameter that is dependent on Btan,385

for example the outflow velocity (Swisdak & Drake, 2007) or reconnection rate (Borovsky,386

2013), could provide a more likely explanation for the shift of the X line location in these387

simulations.388

Using three years of Cluster observations, Wang et al. (2006) investigated the in-389

fluence of solar wind parameters, including different components of the IMF, on FTE390

properties. The IMF Bz was found to be an important driver for almost all FTE attributes391

but the authors also found some dependencies on Bx. In particular, they found that FTE392

occurrence rates depend on both these IMF components. Our results show that the IMF393

tilt (positive Bx) has an impact on properties of FTEs in both the northern and south-394

ern hemispheres. The comparison of the occurrence rate at different latitudes in both395

simulations show that the positive IMF Bx component increases the probability of en-396

countering an FTE on the northern hemisphere and decreases it on the southern hemi-397

sphere compared to the purely southward IMF case. The total FTE occurrence rate is398

higher in Run A with purely southward IMF, i.e., larger southward IMF component and399

Bx = 0. Statistics by Wang et al. (2006) show a peak in the occurrence around Bz =400

� 3 nT and an increasing occurrence rate with increasing IMF Bx. However, our results401

suggest that the effect of the IMF Bx on the occurrence rate depends on where the ob-402

server is located. In the northern hemisphere the observer would see an increased occur-403

rence rate and in the southern hemisphere a decreased rate compared to the case with-404

out the IMF Bx component.405

Figure 5 suggests that FTEs evolve differently northward and southward of the main406

X line when it is located away from the subsolar point. There are many more small FTEs407

on the higher latitude side of the X line, when the X line itself is not located at the equa-408

tor. Events generated at higher latitude move in the same direction as the background409

magnetosheath flow and leave the dayside region quickly without growing to large sizes.410
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Some of the events generated closer to the equator move opposite to the magnetosheath411

flow and have more time to grow through reconnection and coalescence to larger sizes.412

This explains, at least partly, the north-south asymmetry in the occurrence rate, size and413

velocity distributions. Similar behavior for FTEs was reported by Ku and Sibeck (1998)414

who used a 2D single X line MHD model. They showed that FTEs moving in the direc-415

tion of the magnetosheath flow accelerate, reducing the duration over which they can416

be observed. The velocity of FTEs moving opposite to the magnetosheath flow decreases,417

causing the event duration to become longer.418

In conclusion, tilting a southward IMF so that it has a sunward component results419

in a smaller magnitude of the tangential magnetic field with north-south asymmetries420

in the magnetosheath close to the magnetopause due to the different angle between the421

IMF and the bow shock normal. Because the tangential field is smaller, the dayside re-422

connection rate is smaller as well. In addition, the tilt in the IMF causes a north-south423

asymmetry in properties of FTEs, including occurrence rate, size and velocity that are424

not present in the simulation with a purely southward IMF orientation. Our results sug-425

gest, as a consequence of rotating the IMF to have a positive Bx component, that the426

FTEs on the northern hemisphere occur more frequently, are smaller, and accelerate faster427

than FTEs on the southern hemisphere.428

A X and O point location calculations429

We locate reconnection X lines (points in 2D) and O points (FTEs) using a stan-430

dard approach in 2D simulations. We calculate the magnetic flux function ψ(r, t),431

ψ(r, t) =

(∫ r

r0

B(r, t) � dl

)
y

, (A.1)

where B is the vector magnetic field and dl is a path from a reference point r0 to the432

position r in question. In our simulations, the reference point is the lower (negative z)433

right (positive x) corner of the computational domain, and the magnetic flux there evolves434

in time due to input from the solar wind at the boundary. Contours of constant ψ are435

magnetic field lines. At any given time, the local maxima of ψ are magnetic O points,436

which are enclosed by magnetic islands, and the reconnecting X lines are saddle points437

in ψ (e.g., Servidio, Matthaeus, Shay, Cassak, & Dmitruk, 2009; Yeates & Hornig, 2011).438

The local maxima and saddles occur at points where r ψ = 0, which are identified as439

points where the ∂ψ/∂x = 0 and ∂ψ/∂z = 0 contours cross each other. After iden-440
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tifying the points where r ψ = 0, the type of the point is determined using the Hes-441

sian matrix H, whose determinant is det(H(x, z)) =
(
∂2ψ/∂x2

) (
∂2ψ/∂z2

)
�
(
∂2ψ/∂x∂z

)2
.442

If det(H(x, z)) < 0, the point is a saddle point, whereas if det(H(x, z)) > 0 and ∂2ψ/∂x2 <443

0, the point is a local maximum. Before finding the Hessian, we smooth ψ using a 2D444

convolution over a five-cell box kernel.445

B Enclosed FTE area446

To calculate the enclosed area of FTEs, the previously determined X points on the447

magnetopause boundary are sorted according to their flux value (the X point with the448

highest flux value has already reconnected the highest amount of flux). The magnetopause449

boundary is then recursively bisected into intervals delimited by the two X points with450

the highest flux value. Each of these intervals is assumed to contain one FTE, with the451

lower of the two X points’ flux value identifying the enclosing magnetic field line con-452

tour. Using a flood-fill algorithm, starting from the previously determined O-point lo-453

cations as seed points, neighboring simulation cells are counted as belonging to the FTE454

if their flux value lies between the O point value and the flux value of the X point that455

closes the FTE contour. As a result, we obtain measures of FTE area.456
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